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AUTOMATION DOMAIN
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University of Applied Sciences Jena
Carl - Zeiss - Promenade 2, 07745 Jena
ABSTRACT
The steadily increasing and hardly controllable com-
plexity of modern software systems, as well as eco-
nomic requirements like decreasing development-cycles
within software-development in general and the automa-
tion domain in particular raise the necessity of new en-
gineering methods [1]. The model driven development
(MDD) approach promises to effectively handle these
demands using platform-independent models of higher
abstraction levels for software development, reusable
transformation scripts and (automated) code generation
out of these models [2]. Within this paper the automa-
tion domain requirements onto MDD tools and their
integration into a tool chain are presented. The fea-
tures of modern MDD tools are correlated with the re-
quirements of the automation domain. An interoper-
ability matrix is presented, which enables the selection
of UML-tools to be integrated into a MDD tool chain.
Within a concrete case study a tool chain was set up,
generating code starting with behavioral models.
Index Terms— oAW, openArchitectureWare, MDA,
OMG, UML, metamodel, meta-metamodel
1. INTRODUCTION
MDD is well established within industrial software de-
velopment and addresses the use of models for software
development on an abstraction level above code level,
the model to model transformation within different de-
velopment steps and the model to code transformation
for application implementation using reusable transfor-
mation scripts. Within the automation domain MDD
usage is manifold and has to be tailored to the needs
of different development units[3]. This is based on the
special requirements of the automation domain. This
domain aims towards automating processes, e.g. those
of chemical plants, paper mils and oil rigs, and ranges
from very small 8-bit microcontrollers equipped with
just a few kilobytes of RAM up to systems comparable
to PC-platforms. While software in the PC domain is
developed for a given platform, the embedded develop-
ment process in the automation domain includes hard-
This work was part of a diploma thesis written at the ABB Cor-
porate Research Center in Ladenburg.
ware (HW) and software (SW)[3]. Furthermore em-
bedded system development in the automation domain
needs to deal with the following issues.
• Corporate Culture leading to the distribution of
development process to various regions and coun-
tries, each with its own social and technological
background [4].
• Safety. Embedded devices are integral to the pro-
duction process. For example, a single sensor
can cause a steel-plant to shutdown. To avoid the
high costs of such an event special reliability re-
quirements are needed, such as IEC 61508 [4].
• Due to the high uptime of embedded systems, 10
up to 20 years are a common, strict standardiza-
tion, and documentation, is needed to ensure HW
and SW interchange, integration, upgrade, and
support.
• Restrictions in scale, cost and power usage ne-
cessitate efﬁcient code and therefore an efﬁcient
programming language without a resource hog-
ging overhead. C, and C++ fulﬁll this require-
ment perfectly and are commonly used in em-
bedded development[5],[6].
These issues result in a strong tool dependency for each
development step, as well as the need for tool inter-
changeability within the toolchain to avoid lock-in-effects.
This forms the base for the tool evaluation made in sec-
tion 3. In section 2 the state-of-the-art of MDD is ex-
plained. Based on the evaluation results in section 4 a
brief case study is presented in section 5 and further-
more discussed in the last section.
2. STATE OF THE ART
The main goal of MDD is to provide components for
software development. The long-term objective, and
therefore state of the art, is an end-to-end tool chain
that allows the building and veriﬁcation of models, as
well as the generation of various artifacts or executable
code from them [2]. Preferably this should happen in
a homogeneous environment. Because of standardiza-
tion demands, support of Object Management Group’s
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(OMG) Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML) based on
their Meta Object Facility (MOF) [7] speciﬁcations is
not required but recommended. Open source approaches
like the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), which is
based on the Ecore metamodel and respectively the Es-
sential Meta-Object Facility meta-metamodel (EMOF)
[8], as well as Eclipse UML2 [9], based on EMF, are
also possible. The challenges presented by these goals
are the availability of efﬁcient and ﬂexible model edi-
tors which have the capability to verify the model while
building them, as well as transforming and modifying
them. Another challenge is the generation of code and
its integration with non-generated code, as well as the
support of all MDD paradigms. Based on a require-
ments elicitation phase for the automation domain the
following capabilities for development tools in the MDD
development have been analyzed [5], [10]:
• Model browsing and navigation: Analog to mod-
ern IDE’s, the possibility of interactive model
browsing, zooming, grouping, searching, and fol-
lowing references is mandatory to MDD tools.
• Consistency checking: As a system can be mod-
eled from different points of view, for instance as
state machine and interaction model, a (horizon-
tal) consistency check is needed.
• Anti-patterns: Help to prevent the use of nice
looking but bad solutions for a problem.
• Model validation: Test the static and the behav-
ioral portions of a model against the requirements.
• Conventional (code) debugging with UML: De-
bug the model instead of the code and use the
beneﬁts of graphical design by masking the source
code and concentrating on the problem itself.
• Metrics: Measure the quality of a model corre-
sponding to certain criteria like complexity, co-
hesion, stability, testability and so on.
• Understanding model changes: Make model dif-
ferences explicit and/or visualize them. This is
also a requirement for the evolution of systems
through different development stages.
The toolchain should also be ﬂexible and adaptable, as
well as support MDD paradigms like [2]:
• Reusability: Single models or packages should
be separately exportable and importable.
• Interoperability: The models, packages and ar-
tifacts should be usable in different tools from
different vendors.
• Plattform Independence: As technical progress
advances the platform changes. It shall be possi-
ble to generate code for a new platform out of an
”old” model without the need to change it.
3. EVALUATION OF MDD TOOLS
Based on the special requirements within the automa-
tion domain and the state of the art mentioned in sec-
tions 1 and 2, nine MDD tools were selected. A pre-
selection was made by using different MDD-tool-lists
available in the Internet (e.g. [11], [12], [7]) and the
following criteria:
• As UML (standardised in ISO/IEC 19501) evolved
to a de facto standard in model driven software
development, UML must be supported. In con-
sideration of the changes made in UML 2.X, sup-
port of UML 2.X is required.
• Due to the special requirements in the automa-
tion domain mentioned in section 1 C/C++ sup-
port in code generation or an adaptable generator
engine is mandatory.
• Support of component-models, class-models and
statechart-models is required for MDD.
• XMI import and export function as a basis for
interoperability.
Following the tool selection a criteria matrix was
developed and benchmarked during evaluation. Each
of the evaluated attributes was weighted based on the
overall importance. The weights were analyzed and de-
ﬁned in relation to the requirements for the automation
domain. The following list represents the evaluation
criteria with the weights of each criterion.
• Interoperability (5): As requested in MDD, a
good interoperability is mandatory.
• MOF-conform Metamodel (4): Due to OMG’s
UML as an international standardized modeling
language, the metamodel should be MOF-conform.
• Supported Diagram Types (4): In embedded
development class-diagrams, state-diagrams and
component-diagrams are mandatory to describe
the embedded system.
• UML-Notations (3): To alter the metamodel and
adapt it according to speciﬁc requirements, it should
support stereotypes, tagged values and constraints.
• Team Support (4): To support corporate culture
the tool should have support for distributed de-
velopment.
• Help Support (4): A professional help support
improves productivity and is mandatory.
• Usability: (3): Complex menus, hidden features
and complicated handling can slow down the de-
velopment process.
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Fig. 1. IBM Rational Rhapsody Evaluation Result
• Integration: (1): For a homogeneous environ-
ment, integration in other environments such as
Eclipse or MS Visual Studio, as well as integra-
tion of e.g. Ant or Make would be suitable.
• Version/Error Management (1): Correspond-
ing technolgies/tools should be transparently in-
cluded in the tool.
• Model Transformation (5): The included gen-
erator should support M2M transformation to re-
alize platform independence.
• Extensibility (4): As the MDD approach is dif-
ferent from the Computer Aided Software Engi-
neering (CASE) approach, and due to ﬂexibility
needs, the generator should be extensible.
• Artifact Generation (4): The generator should
be able to generate code (M2Text) with protected
regions for usercode, as well as artifacts usable
for testing purposes.
• Testability (4): The model shall be testable, as
well as the code. Preferably, the generator should
also be testable.
The evaluation was made using the three diagram
types also used in the example. These diagram types
represent the most important ones for embedded soft-
ware development: class-diagrams and state-diagrams
for system description, as well as component diagrams
for HW and SW interconnection. These diagrams have
been modeled in each tool and afterwards exported us-
ing the XML, as well as imported in each of the other
tools. As an example ﬁgure 1 shows the evaluation re-
sult for IBM Rational Rhapsody.
4. EVALUATION RESULTS
The main result of the evaluation is the missing interop-
erability and interchangeability. While OMG provides
Fig. 2. Interoperability Matrix
with XML metadata interchange (XMI) an standard-
ized interface for data (respectively model) interchange
[7], different interpretations of OMG’s UML standard,
as well as proprietary extensions or constraints pro-
hibit interoperability and interchangeability. Another
problem area is the code generation engine. The tools
support codegeneration out of class models. All of the
tested tools claim to support MDD. Altering the code-
generation engine in some cases was impossible, which
is in fact not a MDD approach but a computer aided
software engineering (CASE) approach. Three of the
evaluated tools (StarUML, Poseidon, EclipseUML) do
not offer the needed team engineering support.
5. EXAMPLE MDD APPLICATION
As a result of the evaluation and the speciﬁc require-
ments of a given project, e.g. a toolchain using openAr-
chitectureWare (oAW) [13] as a transformer engine,
Enterprise Architect was choosen for the case study.
For other requirements or case studies within the em-
bedded domain, other tools would eventually be bet-
ter choices. Since oAW only supports an Ecore com-
patible model, the three diagram types created for the
evaluation within Enterprise Architect were ﬁrst trans-
formed from a MOF compatible model to an Ecore
model. This was done by using EA Xmi2Exporter [14]
which is freely available via the Internet. The main
challenge with the exporter is that, at this moment, not
all diagram types respectively not all features are sup-
ported. Using the Xtend and Xpand component from
oAW, as well as a separately developed template ﬁle
for code transformation, the C++ sourcecode was gen-
erated. The sourcecode was implemented on the target
(MSP430) using Zylin Embedded CDT[15]. The entire
transformation and implementation process took place
within the Eclipse environment.
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6. SUMMARY AND LESSONS LEARNED
During the evaluation and the case study it turned out
that MDD in the automation domain is feasible, but
there are still some open challenges within the MDD
approach. First of all a strict implementation of the
OMG standard is a prerequisite. Without this, the risk
of the unwanted vendor-lock-in would have to be miti-
gated. A solution to this would be a proprietary toolchain
using the Eclipse environment, an Eclipse UML/EMF
modeling tool and the oAW code generating engine
with the drawback of high development and mainte-
nance efforts. The case study revealed that oAW is a
powerful and capable tool which perfectly addresses
reusability, model validation and platform independence
requirements (section 2). The drawback of oAW is its
”one-way-transformation”. Once the code is generated,
there is currently no possibility to map the code to the
model. Without such traces, debugging on a model
level will not be possible.
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